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ABOLISH WAR STRONG PLEA OF DR. HARPER

Armistice Day Speaker Says All Should Cooperate Toward Goal of Peace

Scientists, Financiers, and Newspaper Men Can Help to Develop International Peace

Declaring that the time has come for a strong demand to be made upon the world for the reform of the international system, Dr. Charles H. Harper, a speaker at the Armistice Day ceremony, said that scientists, financiers, and newspaper men have a responsibility toward the development of international peace.

The Armistice Day program was held at the Normal School, with Dr. Harper delivering his address.

The Armistice Day program was held at the Normal School, with Dr. Harper delivering his address.

The speaker, who is well known for his work in the field of international relations, stated that the world is in a state of unrest and that a strong demand must be made for the establishment of a system of international cooperation.

Dr. Harper also urged the development of international education, stating that it would be a powerful tool in the development of international understanding.

He further stated that scientists, financiers, and newspaper men have a responsibility toward the development of international peace, as they have the knowledge and influence to make a difference.

The speaker ended his address by saying that the time has come for all people to work together for the establishment of peace.

23 COUNTIES AND 5 STATES REPRESENTED

Members of Senior A and B Classes Make Merry at Banquet and Dance Held in Y. W. Rooms Last Saturday

The Senior B class entertained the Senior A at a banquet and dance last Saturday, November 14. All formally was thronged with guests, and the occasion was conducted in the most enterprising manner.

The banquet was held in the Y. W. Rooms, and the students were entertained by the Senior B class. The evening was concluded with a dance, which was enjoyed by all.

Savages Make Gain of 243 Yards from scrimmages as Against 29 Yards for Opponents

The Normal Enrolment is 814, of Whom 183 Are Men, Which Is Record Enrolment. Here

The Normal School is experiencing a record enrolment this year, with a total of 183 men enrolled, surpassing the previous record.

The enrolment includes students from 23 counties and 5 states, representing a diverse range of backgrounds.

The Normal School is proud to serve students from across the country, providing a unique and enriching educational experience.

CHIEFTAINS TIE EUSTIS' MEN IN HARD GAME

Normal Team Takes Offensive Through Out, But Fails to Make Customer Yardage

The game was played on a slippery field, which caused several unforseen difficulties. The Chieftains took the offensive throughout the game, but were unable to make a significant impression on the Eustis' defense.

The game ended in a tie, with both teams gaining valuable experience.

SONG BOOK DRIVE

Many of the songs book in the student body are assemble in the auditorium, and every day during the week, the Rev. Joel Harper of Spokane, who is well known for his work in the field of music, gives a lecture on the subject.

The purpose of the lecture is to acquaint the students with the importance of music in the development of character and in the formation of a well-rounded individual.

The lectures are well attended, and the students find them to be both informative and inspiring.

STUDES TRIM PROS FAST GAME

Eustis's Faculty Protege Succumbs to Doc McRae's Collection of Invincible Stars

Eustis' Faculty Protege Succumbs to Doc McRae's Collection of Invincible Stars

The evening's entertainment consisted of a football game, which was a hard-fought contest. The Eustis' Faculty Protege was unable to overcome the invincible stars, and was defeated by Doc McRae's collection.

The game was a thrilling one, with both teams playing to the best of their ability.

COMMITTEES FOR INFORMAL DANCE CHOSEN

Elaborate Preparations Being Made for Sociable and Dance on Gym Saturday Night

The committee for informal dance preparations is making elaborate plans for the sociable and dance on Gym Saturday Night.

The committee, which is made up of faculty members and students, is working hard to ensure that the event is a success.

MISS KINNIKINICK

Annual Must Be Self-Supporting

The Kinnikinick, which is the annual yearbook of the school, must be self-supporting.

The students and faculty are working hard to sell copies of the yearbook, which goes to print in June.

The price of the yearbook is $2.00, and every student is urged to reserve a copy now.

The yearbook contains information about the school and its events, as well as photographs of students and faculty.

The proceeds from the sale of the yearbook will be used to cover the cost of printing and other expenses.

WILL HAVE INDIVIDUAL PICTURES IN YEARBOOK

Each student will have a picture in the yearbook, and the yearbook will be filled with individual pictures of students and faculty.

This will provide a unique and personal touch to the yearbook, allowing students and faculty to cherish their memories from their time at the school.
The national State Normal School is the talk of the community – another evidence of the growing interest in the good hearty songs spirit.

We must keep the old Savage characteristics in our home. I am only your servant carrying out your wishes. Therefore if at any time you have some new idea of how we should study the spirit of the school, do not hesitate to present your idea. Remember your spirit is developed and maintained by constant encouragement and persistent effort of the entire student body.

I'm your life线 woman. As it is talk in French at once. Yes, but the continuance of the divorce rate proves that America is fast becoming like Europe.

The rapidly increasing divorce rates among the young people are causing widespread alarm. Yes, but the continuance of the divorce rate proves that America is fast becoming like Europe.
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Senior Hall Girls
Have Usual Round
Of Week-end Visits

Georgia Bennett and Velma Stotz were guests of Mrs. F. V. Hull in Shelton.

Mr. S. W. Kuhns and his wife were at the home of Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Kuhns in
Mead on Tuesday.

Jim McDaniel of Palouse was visiting his brother, Mr. W. E. McDaniel, in
downtown Cheney.

James Swain, Elvin Snow, and Richard Scott spent a couple of days in
Spokane.

Willie Chadwick of Palouse was visiting his father, Mr. C. L. Chadwick, in
Pullman.

Ronald Scott of Palouse spent a week-end in Moscow.

Bill Arnold of Palouse spent the week-end in Moscow.

Jim Smith of Palouse was visiting his brother, Mr. J. R. Smith, in Pullman.

Jim Brown of Palouse was visiting his brother, Mr. W. E. Brown, in Pullman.

Jim Clark of Palouse spent the week-end in Pullman.

Misses Adelaide Erickson, Helen Erickson, and Elzie Erickson of Palouse spent
a week-end in Pullman.

Miss Marjorie Caudill, Miss Dorothy Conant, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss
Virginia Heywood, and Miss Evelyn Heywood of Palouse spent a week-end
in Pullman.

Misses Dorothy Conant, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss Virginia Heywood,
Miss Helen Erickson, and Miss Elzie Erickson of Palouse spent the
week-end in Pullman.

Misses Betty Pfeifer, Miss Lillian Pfeifer, and Miss Carolyn Pfeifer of
Palouse spent the week-end in Pullman.

Misses Frances Eberle, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss Virginia Heywood,
Miss Dorothy Conant, and Miss Elzie Erickson of Palouse spent a
week-end in Pullman.
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Misses Frances Eberle, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss Virginia Heywood,
Miss Dorothy Conant, and Miss Elzie Erickson of Palouse spent a
week-end in Pullman.

Misses Dorothy Conant, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss Virginia Heywood,
Miss Helen Erickson, Miss Carolyn Pfeifer, and Miss Elzie Erickson of
Palouse spent the week-end in Pullman.

Misses Frances Eberle, Miss Margaret Dailey, Miss Virginia Heywood,
Miss Dorothy Conant, and Miss Elzie Erickson of Palouse spent a
week-end in Pullman.
A football suit was bright with the pool of water, where water could stick, and the snow incrusted a slight halo on the field. "Spokane team on a muddy field and a hat under which was a brick."

"It might be inferred that the Thursday evening's game was not the happiest of its kind for years."

"The principal parts are interpreted to those who make Bill Haes—those who make Bill Haes, of our local boys."

"They're showed us what is what."

"They are of very shape; they are some daisies, they add to the bloom of the garden."

"It is not nature's last word in art. Nature is the artist; she is not the only artist; she is the supreme artist."

"Three days ago a radio wave sent "Ominous Throes of the Rye"—Vocal Gloria wanson in her love story, 'Ominous Throes of the Rye,'—Vocal Gloria wanson in her love story, 'Ominous Throes of the Rye.'"

"The Green Meat Market is a large and commodious one of all kinds."
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"They are of very shape; they are some daisies, they add to the bloom of the garden."